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ABSTRACT
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operators in fuzzy sets, fuzzy rough sets, or fuzzy soft sets are in the form of general operators defined by monadic relations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fuzzy set theory was introduced by Zadeh [1] as a generalization
of the classical set theory, allowing working with vagueness, as one
of the basic features of real-world applications. Concurrently with
its origins, the theory of fuzzy sets dealt not only with objects,
i.e., with fuzzy sets, but also investigated the functional relations
between these objects. This naturally led to research into the cate-
gorical aspects of fuzzy sets and, in general, to introduction of vari-
ous categories of fuzzy sets structures. The fuzzy set categories were
often designed to be as close as possible to the classical category of
sets. This led to an effort to create such categories of fuzzy sets that
would be topos [2–5]. With the development of the fuzzy set the-
ory and applications, the Heyting algebra was gradually abolished
as an array of fuzzy set values and replaced by other complete lattice
structures, such as the totally monoidal sets and various generaliza-
tions of these structures (see [3,6–14] and others). However, it was
still valid that the key role of morphisms in these new categories had
two main structures, namely the mappings between underlying sets
of fuzzy sets with specific properties on the one hand and the fuzzy
relations (again with special properties) on the other.

Recently, however, a number of results have emerged in the theory
of fuzzy sets, which are based on the application of fuzzy relations in
suitable categories. A typical example of this use of fuzzy relations is
a category K of sets as objects and -valued fuzzy relations between
sets as morphisms, where  is a complete residuated lattice. This
category is frequently used in various powerset functors T :K →
CSLAT, where CSLAT is the category of complete semilattices with
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semilattices homomorphisms. These powerset functors then repre-
sent generalizations of Zadeh’s extension principle, where instead of
extensions of maps between two sets, general morphisms (including
various fuzzy relations) are used. The relational variant of Zadeh’s
extension was for the first time defined by Goguen [15], when he
introduced the notion of the image of a fuzzy set under a fuzzy rela-
tion. Many examples using explicitly or implicitly powerset func-
tors can be found in rough fuzzy sets theory, F-transform theory
and many others (see, e..g., [16–19]). Powerset functors that con-
vert morphisms f :X → Y between two fuzzy objects from a cate-
gory to mappings between some sets of corresponding fuzzy objects
T(X) and T(Y) defined above these objects sometimes represent
also special types of transformation operators. Typical examples of
such transformation operators are of the form X → (Y), where(Y) ⊆ Y is a set of fuzzy sets with some special properties. There-
fore, fuzzy sets fromX are approximated by special fuzzy sets from(Y). A common feature of a large part of these transformation
operators is that for individual fuzzy structures these transforma-
tion operators are defined individually and thus we have always to
check their properties. This individual approach also prevents the
possibility of creating relationships between individual operators or
effectively transforming one type of operators to another.

In this paper, we will therefore focus on the issue of general trans-
formation operators in categories, which, however, would include
a large proportion of transformation operators normally used in
various fuzzy structures. We show that there are a number of
transformation operators that can be defined using the same for-
mula in different categories with objects made up of fuzzy structures
and morphisms defined by relations of different types. These trans-
formation operators are based on the theory of relations defined
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by monads, using the idea of Manes [20]. In that case, a relation
is not defined absolutely, it is tied to the existence of a monad in
the category. Therefore to different monads T in a category K, dif-
ferent types of relations between objects in this category, called
T-relations, can be defined in K. We prove that large part of rela-
tions which are standardly used in fuzzy sets theory are, in fact,
monadic relations in suitable categories.

Using these results, we introduce the notion of transformation oper-
ators defined by monadic relations. These transformation operators
transform a structure T(X) defined over an object X of a category K
to the structure T(Y) defined over an object Y, where T is a monad
in a category K and where the transformation process is defined by
a monadic T-relation from X to Y.

We show that this generally defined transformation operator
include a number of known and often used transformations in
fuzzy sets and fuzzy rough sets theory, including various generaliza-
tions of Zadeh’s extension principle, transformations defined using
lattice-valued fuzzy relations, and lattice-valued fuzzy transform.
Although the definitions of these operators are different and relate
to different fuzzy structures, we show that all these transformation
operators are special examples of generally defined transformation
operators for various monadic relations.

This universal approach to the construction of transformation
operators of this type makes it possible to unify the theory of these
operators, allows by the selection of appropriate categories and
monads in these categories to create new transformation operators,
and using morphisms between monads it allows to find relation-
ships between individual transformation operators.

A typical example of this type of transformation is the F-transform
operator, which converts a certain fuzzy relation in R :X × I → 
to the map F(R) :X → I, where X is a set and I is an index set of
a fuzzy partition of the set X. That is, F(R) approximates fuzzy sets
from X into fuzzy sets defined above smaller index set I.

All these results make it possible to understand monads in fuzzy
object categories as another useful tool in fuzzy set theory. This tool
not only makes it possible to create new examples of the abovemen-
tioned terms but also creates a common basis for many previously
isolated constructions in fuzzy set theory.

2. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we introduce principal notions and categories based
on fuzzy sets which we use in the paper. A principal lattice struc-
ture used in fuzzy set theory in the paper is a complete residuated
lattice (see e.g., [21]), i.e., a structure  = (L, ∧, ∨,⊗,→, 0L, 1L)
such that (L, ∧, ∨) is a complete lattice (L,⊗, 1L), is a commutative
monoid with operation ⊗ isotone in both arguments and → is a
binary operation which is residuated with respect to ⊗, i.e.,

𝛼 ⊗ 𝛽 ⩽ 𝛾 iff 𝛼 ⩽ 𝛽 → 𝛾.

If  is a complete residuated lattice, a -fuzzy set in a crisp set X is
a map f :X → L. f is a nontrivial -fuzzy set, if f is not identical to
the zero function. The core of a -fuzzy set f in a set X is defined by
core(f) = {x ∈ X : f(x) = 1L}.

A set with -valued similarity relation (or -set) is a couple (A, 𝛿),
where A is a set and 𝛿 :A × A → L is a map such that

(a) (∀x ∈ A) 𝛿(x, x) = 1,

(b) (∀x, y ∈ A) 𝛿(x, y) = 𝛿(y, x),
(c) (∀x, y, z ∈ A) 𝛿(x, y) ⊗ 𝛿(y, z) ⩽ 𝛿(x, z) (generalized

transitivity).

In the paper we use some standard categories with (sometimes spe-
cial) maps as morphisms. Namely,

1. Category CSLAT of complete ∨-semilattices as objects and
with semilattice homomorphisms as morphisms.

2. Category Set of sets as objects with mappings as morphisms.

3. Category Set() with -sets (X, 𝛿) as objects and with
f : (X, 𝛿) → (Y, 𝛾) as morphisms, where f :X → Y is a map and
𝛿(x, y) ⩽ 𝛾(f(x), f(y)), x, y ∈ X.

4. Category SpaceFP of spaces with fuzzy partitions and corre-
sponding morphisms.

Within morphisms in the category Set(), we will be specially
interested in morphisms (A, 𝛿) → (L,↔), where ↔ is the bi-
residuation operator in . These morphisms are called fuzzy sets in
A extensional with respect to 𝛿, Hence, f : (A, 𝛿) → L is an exten-
sional fuzzy sets if f(x) ⊗ 𝛿(x, y) ⩽ f(y), for arbitrary x, y ∈ A. By
F(A, 𝛿)we denote the set of all fuzzy sets in A extensional with respect
to 𝛿.

Besides these well-known categories we use also the category
SpaceFP of spaces with fuzzy partitions which was introduced in
[22] and which is the basic category for lattice-valued F-transforms.
In the next part we recall the definition of the category SpaceFP,
which is based on -valued fuzzy partitions, as it was introduced in
[23] and some additional facts about objects and morphisms of that
category.

Definition 1. [23] Let X be a set. A system  = {A𝜆 : 𝜆 ∈ Λ}
of normal -valued fuzzy sets in X is a fuzzy partition of X, if
{core(A𝜆) : 𝜆 ∈ Λ} is a partition of X. A pair (X,) is called a space
with a fuzzy partition. The index set of  will be denoted by ||.

Definition 2. [22] The category SpaceFP is defined by

1. Fuzzy partitions (X,), as objects,

2. Morphisms (g, 𝜎) : (X, {A𝜆 : 𝜆 ∈ Λ}) → (Y, {B𝜔 :𝜔 ∈ Ω}), such
that
(a) g :X → Y and 𝜎 :Λ → Ω are maps,

(b) ∀𝜆 ∈ Λ, A𝜆(x) ⩽ B𝜍(𝜆)(g(x)), for each x ∈ X.

3. The composition of morphisms in SpaceFP is defined by
(h, 𝜏) ∘ (g, 𝜎) = (h ∘ g, 𝜏 ∘ 𝜎).

In the latticewe can define a special fuzzy partition = {Q𝛼 :𝛼 ∈
L}, where Q𝛼(𝛽) = 𝛼 ↔ 𝛽 and ↔ is the bi-residuum operation
in . Then (,) is a space with a fuzzy partition. The following
notion of an extensional fuzzy set in the category SpaceFP extends
the notion of an extensional fuzzy set in the category Set().
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Definition 3. A map f :X → L is an extensional fuzzy set in a space
with a fuzzy partition (X,) in the category SpaceFP, if there exists
a map 𝜎 : || → L, such that (f, 𝜎) is a morphism (X,) → (,)
in the category SpaceFP. By R(X,) we denote the set of all exten-
sional fuzzy sets in (X,).

In the paper [24] we proved that for arbitrary space with a fuzzy par-
tition (X,) there exists -valued similarity relation 𝛿X, (called
a characteristic similarity relation of (X,)) defined on X such that
f :X → L is extensional in (X,) if and only if f : (X, 𝛿X,) → L is
an extensional fuzzy set. Therefore,

R(X,) = F(X, 𝛿X,). (1)

3. RELATIONS DEFINED BY MONADS

For a variety of classic categories where morphisms are various
types of mappings, including categories Set, Set() and SpaceFP,
there are a number of variants where various types of relations and
fuzzy relations can be used as morphisms instead of mappings. Let
us consider the following examples of these relations in well-known
categories.

Example 1. A binary relationR ⊆ X×Y fromX toY in the category
Set with the standard composition S ∘ R of binary relations.

Example 2. An-valued fuzzy relationR :X×Y → L from a setX to
a setY in the category Setwith a composition or relationsR :X → Y
and S :Y → Z is defined by

∀x ∈ X, z ∈ Z, S ∘ R(x, z) =⋁
y∈Y

R(x, y)⊗ S(y, z).

Example 3. A relation R from an -set (X, 𝛿) to the -set (Y, 𝛾) in
the category Set() is an -valued fuzzy relation R :X × Y → L
such that

R(x, y)⊗ 𝛿(x, x′) ⩽ R(x′, y),

R(x, y)⊗ 𝛾(y, y′) ⩽ R(x, y′).

and with a composition S ∘ R of relations defined the in the same
way as in the Example 2.

Example 4. A relation from a space with a fuzzy partition (X,), = {Ai : i ∈ ||}, to another space with a fuzzy partition (Y,), = {Bj : j ∈ ||} in the category SpaceFP is a fuzzy relation
R :X×Y → L such thatR is a relation from the-set (X, 𝛿X,) to the-set (Y, 𝛿Y,) according to the Example 3, where 𝛿X, and 𝛿Y,
are characteristic similarity relations of spaces with fuzzy partitions.
It follows that R satisfies the following inequalities for arbitrary
x, x′ ∈ X, y, y′ ∈ Y:

R(x, y)⊗ 𝛿X,(x, x′) ⩽ R(x′, y),

R(x, y)⊗ 𝛿Y,(y, y′) ⩽ R(x, y′).

Example 5. We use the following notion of a fuzzy soft set, intro-
duced in [25]:

Let X and U be sets. A pair (E, s) is called a L-valued fuzzy soft set in
a space (X,U), if E ⊆ X and s :E → LU.

A fuzzy set s(e) ∈ LU, where e ∈ E, represents ”fuzzy” evaluation
of how individual objects in U correspond to the parameter e of the

set of parameters E, i.e., s(x)(u) ∈ L is the L-valued measure of how
the object u ∈ U corresponds to parameter e ∈ E. In what follows,
we assume that the set U is constant (i.e., fixed). So we will only
deal with fuzzy soft sets that evaluate a fixed set U of objects with
different sets of criteria. In that case, instead of a space (X,U) we
will talk about a set X only.

A fuzzy soft relation from a set X to Y was defined in [26] as a fuzzy
soft set (E,R) in a set X × Y, i.e., E ⊆ X × Y and R :E → LU. The
composition ⊕ of fuzzy soft relations (E,R) from X to Y and (F, S)
from Y to Z is defined by

(F, S)⊕ (E,R) = (F.E, S ∘ R),

F.E = {(x, z) ∈ X2 :∃y ∈ X, (x, y) ∈ E, (y, z) ∈ F},

(x, z) ∈ F.E, (S ∘ R)(x, z)(u) = ⋁
{y|(x,y)∈E,(y,z)∈F}

R(x, y)(u)⊗ S(y, z)(u),

for arbitrary u ∈ U.

Whatever the Examples 1–5 of relations between objects in some
categories seem to be rather natural, it is possible to ask why these
definitions of relations are chosen and not the other ones. In order
to answer this question, we should set out clear rules on what can
be such a definition of a relation or a fuzzy relation in a category.

As we mentioned in the Introduction, one of the possibilities how
to define relations in a category is to use the approach introduced
by Manes in his published review [20]. In this concept of relations
in a category K, a relation is not defined absolutely, it is tied to the
existence of a monad in this category. Therefore to different mon-
ads T in a category K, different types of relations between objects in
this category, called T-relations, can be defined in K. This approach
allows to link the theory of categories with relations as morphisms
with more general structures, i.e., monads in categories, while at
the same time allowing to justify the more general nature of the
choice of the specific type of relations in the category representing
morphisms.

For the convenience of readers we firstly repeat basic definitions
of monads and corresponding Kleisli categories, which are neces-
sary for introduction of monadic relations in a category. The idea of
using monads for fuzzification is based on extension of objects X of
a category K to another object T(X) ∈ K, which may be regarded
as a “cloud of fuzzy states” with a morphism 𝜂 :X → T(X), repre-
senting “crisp” states in the object of “fuzzy states.” Then a “fuzzy
morphism” f :X ⇝ Y is simply a morphism f :X → T(Y) in the
category K and a composition of fuzzy morphisms is defined by
a special operation ♢. The result of these constructions is a triple
T = (T, ♢, 𝜂), which Manes [27] called a fuzzy theory and which,
in fact, is a monad (or algebraic theory) in a clone form.

Definition 4. T = (T, ♢, 𝜂) is a monad (in clone form) in a cate-
gory K, if

1. T :K → K is an object function.

2. 𝜂 is a system of K-morphisms 𝜂A :A → T(A), for any object A.

3. For each pair ofK-morphisms f :A → T(B), g :B → T(C), there
exists a composition (called a Kleisli composition) g♢f :A →
T(C), which is associative.

4. For every K-morphism f :A → T(B), 𝜂B♢f = f.
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5. ♢ is compatible with composition of morphisms of K, i.e., for
all K-morphisms f :A → B, g :B → T(C), we have g♢(𝜂B.f) =
g.f.

For a monad T in a category K a new category KT can be defined,
called the Kleisli category. We recall a definition of KT (see, e.g.,
[27,28]).

Definition 5. Let K be a category and let T = (T, ♢, 𝜂) be a monad
(in clone form) in K. Then the Kleisli category KT of T is defined
by

1. Objects of KT = objects of K.

2. For any objects A,B ∈ K, HomKT
(A,B) = HomK(A,T(B)).

Morphisms in KT are denoted by A ⇝ B.

3. A composition of morphisms f :A ⇝ B, g :B ⇝ C is defined by
g♢f.

According to Manes, we can define the notion of a monadic
T-relation in a category.

Definition 6. Let K be a category and let T = (T, ♢, 𝜂) be a monad
in K.

1. A monadic T-relation R from an object X to an object Y in K is
a morphism R :X ⇝ Y in the Kleisli category KT, or, equiva-
lently, the morphism R :X → T(Y) in the category K.

2. If R :X ⇝ Y and S :Y ⇝ Z are monadic T-relations, their com-
position is a T-relation S♢R :X ⇝ Z.

From the above definition it follows that the Kleisli category KT

can be considered the relational variant of a category K where
instead of morphisms of category K, T-relations are used.

To justify the examples of relations presented in Examples 1–5 we
show that all these relations are, in fact, monadic T-relations for
appropriate monads in the corresponding categories. It follows that
the relational versions of categories from these examples, where
instead of classical maps as morphisms, relations from these exam-
ples are considered, are isomorphic to the Kleisli categories of orig-
inal categories with respect to appropriate monads.

Theorem 1. Let us consider an arbitrary example from
Examples 1–5. Then there exists a monad T = (T, ♢, 𝜂) in the
category K of this example such that

1. There is a bijection Φ between the set of relations defined by this
example and the set of monadic T-relations in this category K.

2. If S • R is a composition of relations from this Example, then we
have

Φ(S • R) = Φ(S)♢Φ(R).

Proof. Monads T in corresponding categories K for
Examples 1–5 were introduced in various papers. Recall [14,27,29]
for monads P and Z in the category Set [30], for the monad F in
the category Set() [31], for the monad R in the category SpaceFP
and [26] for the monad T in the category Set. We repeat definitions

of these monads for corresponding examples and we prove the
existence of the bijection Φ with corresponding properties.

Case Example 1: The monad P = (P, ♢, 𝜂) in the category Set is
defined by

1. For each object X ∈ Set, P(X) = 2X,

2. For each object X ∈ Set, 𝜂X :X → P(X) by 𝜂X(x) = {x}.
3. For each f :X → P(Y), g :Y → P(Z), g♢f :X → P(Z), by

(g♢f)(x) = ⋃
y∈f(x)

g(y).

If R is a relation from X to Y, then Φ(R) :X → P(Y) is defined by
Φ(R)(x) = {y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ R}. It is clear that Φ is a bijection and
Φ(S ∘ R) = Φ(s)♢Φ(R).
Case Example 2: The monad Z = (Z, ♢, 𝜒) in the category Set is
defined by

1. For each object X ∈ Set, the object function Z :Set → Set
is defined by Z(X) = LX,

2. For each object X ∈ Set, 𝜒X :X → LX is a characteristic map
𝜒X,{x} :X → L of {x} in X,

3. For each f :X → LY and g :Y → LZ in Set, g♢f :X → LZ is
defined by

x ∈ X, z ∈ Z, (g♢f)(x)(z) = (2)

⋁
y∈Y

f(x)(y)⊗ g(y)(z). (3)

If R is a relation from X to Y, then Φ(R) :X → Z(Y) is defined by
Φ(R)(x)(y) = R(x, y). It is clear that Φ is a bijection and Φ(S ∘ R) =
Φ(S)♢Φ(R).
Case Example 3: The monad F = ( , ♢, 𝜂) in the category Set()
is defined by

1. The object function  :Set() → Set() is defined by (X, 𝛿) = (F(X, 𝛿), 𝜎X,𝛿), where the similarity relation 𝜎 is
defined by

𝜎X,𝛿(s, t) =⋀
x∈X

s(x) ↔ t(x),

for all s, t ∈ F(X, 𝛿).
2. For each (X, 𝛿) ∈ Set(), 𝜂(X,𝛿) : (X, 𝛿) →  (X, 𝛿) is defined

by 𝜂(X,𝛿)(a)(x) = 𝛿(a, x), for all a, x ∈ X.

3. For each f : (X, 𝛿) →  (Y, 𝛾), for each g : (Y, 𝛾) →  (Z, 𝜔) in
Set(), g♢f : (X, 𝛿) →  (Z, 𝜔) is defined in the same way as
in (2).

Let the mapping Φ be defined formally as in the previous case.
Hence, for a relation R from (X, 𝛿) to (Y, 𝛾) defined in Example 3,
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Φ(R) : (X, 𝛿) → (F(Y, 𝛾), 𝜎Y,𝛾) is defined by Φ(R)(x)(y) = R(x, y). It
is clear that Φ(R)(x) ∈ F(Y, 𝛾) and we have

𝜎Y,𝛾(Φ(R)(x), Φ(R)(x′)) = ⋀
y∈Y

Φ(R)(x)(y) ↔ Φ(R)(x′)(y) =

⋀
y∈Y

R(x, y) ↔ R(x′, y) ⩽ 𝛿(x, x′).

Hence, Φ(R) is a morphism in Set() and Φ(R) is a monadic-relation. It can be proven easily that Φ is a bijection.

Case Example 4: The monad R = (, ♢, 𝜈) in SpaceFP was con-
structed in [31] and it is defined by

1. Object function  :SpaceFP → SpaceFP, defined by

(X,) = (R(X,),X,),
where X, = {Cf : f ∈ R(X,)} and Cf(g) = ∧x∈Xf(x) ↔ g(x).

2. For each object (X,) ∈ SpaceFP, 𝜈X, = (e, 𝜀) : (X,) →(X,) is a morphism in SpaceFP, such that

e :X → R(X,), 𝜀 : || → |X,| = R(X,),

defined by

∀x, z ∈ X, e(x)(z) = 𝛿X,(x, z),
∀𝜆 ∈ ||, z ∈ X, 𝜀(𝜆)(z) = 𝛿X,(x, z),

where x ∈ core(A𝜆).

3. For each morphisms (f, u) : (X,) → (Y,) and (g, v) ∶
(Y,) → (Z,D) in SpaceFP, the composition (g, v)♢(f, u) ∶
(X,A) → (Z,D) is defined by (g, v)♢(f, u) = (g ▵ f, v▿u),
where

∀x ∈ X, z ∈ Z, (g ▵ f)(x)(z) = ⋁
y∈Y

f(x)(y)⊗ g(y)(z),

∀𝜆 ∈ Λ, z ∈ Z, (v▿u)(𝜆)(z) = ⋁
y∈Y

u(𝜆)(y)⊗ v(𝜔y)(z),

where 𝜔y is the unique index in , such that y ∈ core(B𝜔y ).

According to [31], R is a monad in the category SpaceFP. Let R be a
relation from (X,) to (Y,), defined in Example 4. The morphism
Φ(R) = (R,R)

(R,R) : (X,) → (Y,) = (R(Y,),Y,)
in SpaceFP is defined by

R :X → R(Y,), R(x)(y) = R(x, y),

R : || → |Y,| = R(Y,), R(i)(y) = R(z, y),

where z ∈ core(Ai). Using properties of relations from Example 4
it follows that R(x) and R(i) are elements of R(Y,), for arbitrary
x ∈ X, i ∈ ||. To prove that (R,R) is a morphisms we need to show
that

CR(i)(R(x)) ⩾ Ai(x),

for arbitrary x ∈ X, i ∈ ||, which follows directly from the proper-
ties of the relation 𝛿X, (see [24]). Similarly it can be proven that for

arbitrary R-relation (R, S) : (X,) → (R(Y,),Y,), Φ−1(R, S) =
R :X × Y → L, R(x, y) = R(x)(y), is a relation from Example 4.

For further details including the property Φ(R′.R) = Φ(R′)♢Φ(R)
see the proof of [32]; Theorem 3.1.

Case Example 5: The monad T = (T, ♢, 𝜉) in the category Set was
constructed in [26] and it is defined by

1. Object function T :Set → Set, defined by

T(X) = {(E, s) :E ⊆ X, s :E → LU}.

2. For each object X ∈ Set, 𝜉X :X → T(X) is a map such that

x ∈ X, 𝜉X(x) = ({x}, 𝜂x), 𝜂x : {x} → LU,

u ∈ U, 𝜂x(x)(u) = 1L.

3. To show the construction of ♢ we use the following notation.
If f :X → T(Y) is a map, then for x ∈ X we set f(x) = (Yf

x, fx),
where Yf

x ⊆ Y and fx :Yf
x → LU. Let f :X → T(Y) and g :Y →

T(Z) be maps. Then g♢f :X → T(Z) is defined by

x ∈ X, (g♢f)(x) = (Zg♢f
x , (g♢f)x),Z

g♢f
x = ⋃

y∈Yfx

Zg
y,

(g♢f)x :Zg♢f
x → LU, a ∈ Zg♢f

x , u ∈ U,

(g♢f)x(a)(u) = ⋁
{y∈Yfx : a∈Zgy}

fx(y)(u)⊗ gy(a)(u).

In Močkoř and Hurtik [26] it was proven that T is a monad in Set.
Let (E,R) be a fuzzy soft relation from X to Y defined in Example 5.
The T-relation Φ(E,R) :X → T(Y) is defined by

x ∈ X, Φ(E,R)(x) = (YE
x ,Rx) ∈ T(Y),

YE
x = {y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ E},

∀y ∈ YE
x ,Rx(y)(u) = R(x, y)(u).

The definition of Rx is correct, because E = ⋃x∈X{x} × YE
x .

Conversely, let S :X → T(Y) be a T-relation from X to Y. According
to our notation, for x ∈ X, we have S(x) = (YS

x, Sx) ∈ T(Y), where
YS
x ⊆ Y, Sx :YS

x → LU. Then we put

Φ−1(S) = (F,Q), where
F =⋃

x∈X
{x} × YS

x, Q : F → LU,

x ∈ X, y ∈ YS
x, u ∈ U, Q(x, y)(u) = Sx(y)(u).

It can be proven easily that Φ and Φ−1 are inverse maps.

Let (E,Q), (F, S) be fuzzy soft relations from X to Y and from Y to
Z, respectively. According to the definition of Φ, we obtain

Φ(E,Q) = R :X → T(Y), Φ(F, S) = N :Y → T(Z),
∀x ∈ X, y ∈ Y, R(x) = (YE

x ,Rx), N(y) = (ZF
y ,Ny),

Rx(y)(u) = Q(x, y)(u), Ny(Z)(u) = S(y, z)(u).
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Then, we obtain

x ∈ X, (N♢R)(x) = (ZN♢R
x , (N♢R)x),ZN♢R

x = ⋃
y∈YEx

ZF
y ,

z ∈ XN♢R
x , (N♢R)x(z) = ⋁

{y∈YEx |z∈ZFy }
Rx(y)(u)⊗ Ny(z)(u) =

⋁
{y|(x,y)∈E,(y,z)∈F}

Q(x, y)(u)⊗ S(y, z)(u) = S ∘ Q(x, z).

It follows that ⋃x∈X{x} × Xs♢r
x = F.E and

Φ(F, S)♢Φ(E,Q) = N♢R = Φ(F.E, S ∘ Q) = Φ((F, S)⊕ (E,Q)).

4. TRANSFORMATION OPERATORS
DEFINED BY MONADIC RELATIONS

In classical mathematics and fuzzy mathematics, various kinds of
transforms are used as powerful methods for construction of trans-
formation models. The main idea of them consists in transform-
ing an original space of functions into a special space of functions
where some computations are simpler. In many cases, a backward
transformation to the original space can be constructed which pro-
duces either the original function or its transformation. In fuzzy
mathematics, typical examples of these transformation operators
represent various powerset constructions (which are mostly gener-
alizations of Zadeh’s extension principle), or very general method
called fuzzy transform introduced in [17], which covers a lot of oth-
ers well-known constructions.

In this section we introduce the notion of transformation opera-
tors transforming structures T(X) defined over an object X of a
category K to the structure T(Y) defined over an object Y, where
T = (T, ♢, 𝜂) is a monad in a category K and where the transfor-
mation process is defined by a monadic T-relation from X to Y.

We show that this generally defined transformation operator
includes a number of known and often used transformations in
fuzzy sets and fuzzy rough sets theory, including various gener-
alizations of Zadeh’s extension principle, transformations defined
using lattice-valued fuzzy relations, and lattice-valued F-transform.
Although the definitions of these operators are different and related
to different fuzzy structures, we show that these transformation
operators represent a method based on the existence ofmonadic rela-
tions in the respective categories. This universal approach to trans-
formation operators makes it possible to unify the theory of these
operators, allows by the selection of appropriate categories and
monads in these categories to create new transformation operators,
and using morphisms between monads it allows to find relation-
ships between individual transformation operators.

In the following definition, we introduce a general notion of a trans-
formation of an object X of category K defined by a T-relation in this
category.

Definition 7. Let T = (T, ♢, 𝜉) be a monad in a category K and let
R :X ⇝ Y be a T-relation from X to Y. Then an R-transformation
of an object X in an object Y is a K-morphism

R→ = R♢1T(X) :T(X) → T(Y),

where 1T(X) is the identity morphism T(X) → T(X) in K.

Using the same notation, we can simply calculate the composition
of these monadic transformation operators. In fact, let R :X ⇝ Y
and S :Y ⇝ Z be T-relations. Then for the composition S→.R→ of
transformation operators R→ and S→ we obtain

(S♢R)→ = (S♢R)♢1T(X) = S♢(R♢1T(X)) =

S♢(1T(Y).(R♢1T(X))) = (S♢1T(Y)).(R♢1T(X)) = S→.R→.

Hence, the composition is also the transformation operator defined
by a monadic relation S♢R.

Let us consider the following examples of transformation operators
which are frequently used in fuzzy and rough set theory and also in
fuzzy soft set theory.

The simplest example of this transformation operator is an upper
transformation of a set defined by a relation which is well known
from a generalized rough set theory based on a relation (see, e.g.,
[33]).

Example 6. Let R ⊆ X × Y be a relation. The transformation oper-
ator R⇒ : 2X → 2Y is defined by

A ∈ 2X, R⇒(A) = {y ∈ Y :∃a ∈ A, (a, y) ∈ R}.

Another frequently used transformation operator is defined by a
classical Zadeh’s extension principle.

Example 7. Let f :X → Y be a mapping, then the -valued Zadeh’s
extension operator f ⇒ : LX → LY is defined by

f ⇒(s)(y) = {
⋁x∈X,f(x)=y s(x), if f−1(y) ≠ ∅,
0, otherwise,

where s ∈ LX, y ∈ Y.

Example 8. In the fuzzy set theory the following transformation
operator R⇒ : LX → LY, based on a fuzzy relation R :X × Y → L is
standardly used in generalized fuzzy rough set theory:

s ∈ LX, y ∈ Y R⇒(s)(y) =⋁
x∈X

s(x)⊗ R(x, y).

Some transformation operators R⇒ can also be defined such that
R⇒ :C(X) → C(Y) where C(X) ⊆ LX. Let us consider the following
simple example.

Example 9. Let R be a relation from (X, 𝛿) to (Y, 𝛾) from
Example 3. The transformation operator R⇒ : F(X, 𝛿) → F(Y, 𝛾)
is formally defined in the same way as in (3). This transformation
operator transforms fuzzy sets in X extensional with respect to 𝛿,
into fuzzy sets in Y, extensional with respect to 𝛾.

Example 10. A well-known and frequently used transformation
operator is the lattice-valued upper F-transform operator which in a
lattice-valued form was introduced by Perfilieva [17]. This operator
F↑X, : LX → L|| is based on a space with a fuzzy partition (X,),
where  = {A𝛼 :𝛼 ∈ ||}, i.e.,

s ∈ LX, 𝛼 ∈ ||, F↑X,(s)(𝛼) = ∨
x∈X

s(x)⊗ A𝛼(x).

This operator is used, among other things, as a significant cardi-
nality reduction of the basic set X. Hence, it aggregates the original
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fuzzy sets defined in a large set X to the fuzzy sets defined in the
relatively small index set ||.

In the last example we show that operators of this type occur also in
other structures than the standard fuzzy sets, namely in fuzzy soft
sets.

Example 11. LetU be a (fixed) set of objects and let (E,R) be a fuzzy
soft relation from X to Y defined in Example 5. Hence, E ⊆ X×Y is
a relation from X to Y and R :E → LU is an evaluation map. Using
the notation from the Theorem 1, by T(X) we denote the set of all
fuzzy soft sets (A, s) from X, i.e., A ⊆ X and s :A → LU. Then the
transformation operator (E,R)⇒ :T(X) → T(Y) is defined by

(E, S)⇒(A, s) = (E[A], s⇒), where

E[A] = {y ∈ X :∃x ∈ A, (x, y) ∈ E}, s⇒ :E[A] → LU,

y ∈ E[A], u ∈ U, s⇒(y)(u) = ⋁
{x∈A : (x,y)∈E}

s(x)(u)⊗ S(x, y)(u).

This transformation operator can be used, e.g., in selective color
segmentation problem (see, e.g., [26]).

Our main goal in this section is to show that although the trans-
formation operators in each of the above presented examples are
defined in different structures and using different formulas, all of
these operators are, in fact examples of R-transformation opera-
tors defined for various monadic R-relations and categories and are
defined by the universal formula.

Theorem 2. Let us consider an arbitrary example from
Examples 6–11 and let  : D(X) → D(Y) be an transformation
operator from this example. Then there exists a category K, a monad
D = (D, ♢, 𝜂) in K, and a D-relation S such that

 = S→ = S♢1D(X).

Proof. Let us consider the following cases:

Case Example 6: Let R ⊆ X × Y be a relation from Example 6.
Let K = Set, D = P = (P, ♢, 𝜂) from Example 1 and let
S = Φ(R) :X → P(Y), where R is from Example 6. It can be verified
by a simple calculation that R⇒ = S♢1P(X).
Case Example 7: Let f :X → Y be a map from Example 7. Let K =
Set, D = Z = (Z, ♢, 𝜒) from Example 2 and let S be defined by

S = ⌜f ⌝ = 𝜒Y.f :X → Z(Y),

i.e., S is a “graph” of a mapping f. For s ∈ Z(X), y ∈ Y we have

S→(s)(y) = (S♢1Z(X))(s)(y) =⋁
z∈X

1Z(X)(s)(z)⊗𝜒Y.f(z)(y) =

⋁
z∈X

s(z)⊗𝜒Y,{f(z)}(y) = {
⋁z∈X,f(z)=y s(z), iff f−1(y) ≠ ∅
0L, otherwise

= f ⇒(s)(y).

Therefore, f ⇒ = ⌜f⌝→ = ⌜f⌝♢1Z(X).
Case Example 8: Let K = Set, D = Z = (Z, ♢, 𝜒) from Example 2
and let S = Φ(R), where R is from Example 8. As can be easily seen,
it holds R⇒ = S→ = S♢1Z(X).

Case Example 9: Let R be a relation from (X, 𝛿) to (Y, 𝛾) from
Example 9 and let K = Set(), D = F = (F, ♢, 𝜂) be a monad
from Example 3. According to Theorem 1, we set S = Φ(R) ∶
(X, 𝛿) → (F(Y, 𝛾), 𝜎Y,𝛾). As can be easily seen, it holds R⇒ = S→ =
S♢1 (X,𝛿).

Case Example 10: Let (X,) be a space with a fuzzy partition,  =
{Ai : i ∈ ||} and let F↑X, : LX → L|| be the F-transform. We define
a -valued relation R :X × || →  by

x ∈ X, i ∈ ||, R(x, i) = Ai(x).

Then R is a relation from Example 2 and according to Theorem 1,
S = Φ(R) :X → Z(||) is a Z-relation in the category Set and for
s ∈ Z(X), i ∈ ||, S→(s)(i) = F↑X,(s)(i).
Case Example 11: Let (E,R) be a fuzzy soft relation from X to Y
defined in Example 5 and let S = Φ(E,R) be a T-relation X → T(Y)
from Theorem 1, i.e., we have

x ∈ X, S(x) = Φ(E,R)(x) = (YE
x ,Rx) ∈ T(Y),YE

x = {y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ E},

∀y ∈ YE
x ,Rx(y)(u) = R(x, y)(u).

We show that for arbitrary (A, s) ∈ T(X) the following holds

S→(A, s) = (Φ(E,R)♢1T(X))(A, s) = (E,R)⇒(A, s) = (E[A], s⇒).

In fact, according to Theorem 1, Case Example 5, we obtain

S→(A, s) = (Φ(E,R)♢1T(X))(A, s) = (YΦ(E,R)♢1T(X)
(A,s) , (Φ(E,R)♢1T(X))(A,s)),

where

YΦ(E,R)♢1T(X)
(A,s) = ⋃

z∈X
1T(X)
(A,s)

YΦ(E,R)
z =⋃

z∈A
YΦ(E,R)
z =⋃

z∈A
E[z] = E[A],

(Φ(E,R)♢1T(X))(A,s) :E[A] → LU, b ∈ E[A], u ∈ U,

(Φ(E,R)♢1T(X))(A,s)(b)(u) =

⋁
z∈X

1T(X)
(A,s) : b∈YΦ(E,R)

z

1T(X),(A,s)(z)(u)⊗Φ(E,R)z(b)(u) =

⋁
z∈A : b∈E[z]

s(z)(u)⊗ Rz(b)(u) = s⇒(b)(u).

Therefore, Φ(E,R)→ = (E,R)⇒.

Remark 1. Monadic relations have a wide range of applications
even outside the traditional fuzzy structures. One way to apply this
theory is the general theory of automata, which can be defined in
general categories using monadic relations. In fact, let us recall the
following definition from [31].

Definition 8. Let K be a category and let T = (T, ♢, 𝜂) be a monad
(in clone form) inK. Then aT-automaton in a categoryK is a system
(S, (M, ∗), 𝛿) such that

1. S is an object of K, which represents a set of automaton states.

2. (M, ∗) is a monoid, representing automaton inputs.

3. 𝛿 : (M, ∗) → (RelT(S), ♢) is a monoid homomorphism, where
RelT is the set of T-relations from S to S, i.e.,
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(a) For each m ∈ M, 𝛿(m) : S → T(S) is a T-relation,

(b) 𝛿(1M) = 𝜂S,

(c) For each m, n ∈ M, 𝛿(m ∗ n) = 𝛿(n)♢𝛿(m),

which represents an automaton transition function.

In Močkoř [31] it was proven that this definition comprises all well-
known types of automata, including deterministic, nondeterminis-
tic or -valued fuzzy automata. It is well known in automata theory
that instead of the set (object) of states S, the powerset P(S) of all
subsets of S, the set of all fuzzy sets F(S) in S, or another powerset
structure T(S) can be used depending on the type of an automaton.
In this case, it is necessary to extend the function 𝛿 such that instead
of a morphism 𝛿(m) : S → T(S), the morphism 𝛿(m) :T(S) → T(S)
is used. This extended morphism was mostly defined individually
for each type of automaton and required verification of a number
of properties. Using the theory of T-transformations, however, we
can define this extension 𝛿 using one formula as follows:

m ∈ M, 𝛿(m) = 𝛿(m)→ = 𝛿(m)♢1T(S).

Such a universally defined extension 𝛿 of the transition function 𝛿
includes extensions for all standard types of automata, without the
need to individually define these extensions for individual types of
automata.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The main goal in this paper was to show that many of the standardly
used transformation operators in categories of fuzzy structures are
in fact universal transformation operators defined by one formula
using different monadic relations in these categories. For this pur-
pose we used the idea of L.A.Manes and introduced the concept of
a relation R in the category K defined by a monad T = (T, ♢, 𝜂)
as a morphism R :X → T(Y). Using properties of a monad T, this
morphism can be extended to a morphism R→ :T(X) → T(Y),
where R→ = R♢1T(X) and this extended morphism can be con-
sidered a transformation operator from an object X to the object
Y defined by a T-relation R. It seems that this general approach
to the issue of relations and transform operators defined by them
has many concrete examples in various categories of fuzzy objects.
This approach can be also used in others areas, including, e.g., the
theory of automata of various types where it allows to unify some
procedures performed up to now individually for different types of
automata [31].

For further research in this field, it will be useful to focus on exam-
ining other general properties of these transformation operators
defined by monadic relations, and on the research between these
operators on one hand and the respective monads and monadic
relations on the other.

The development potential of relations defined by monads and their
transformation operators lies, among other things, in methods of
constructing monads in categories. For each monad  = (T, ♢, 𝜂)
in a category K there exist a category L and functors F :K → L and
G :L → K such that T = G.F and the functors F and G are adjoint.
For possible applications of the theory of monadic relations, how-
ever, the reverse implication of this statement is of key importance,

i.e., for any pair F and G of adjoint functors between two categories,
the functor T = G.F is a functor from the monad. Since the say-
ing ”adjunctions occur everywhere” is well known in the category
theory and mathematics, using suitable categories K representing
“fuzzy objects” (such as categories Set() or SpaceFP, e.g.), differ-
ent pairs of adjoint functors can be found between these categories
and some other categories (or subcategories) that form an adjunc-
tion. In this way we can obtain completely new monads, monadic
relations, and the corresponding transformations in this category
K. Thus, this theory of monads and monadic relations can be used
as a very useful source of new examples of transformation operators
over fuzzy objects.
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